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Summary

We describe the derivation of new PACS photometer subArrayArray and arrayInstrument calibration files purely
from in-orbit data, without recourse to ILT test results and optical modelling.
NOTE: the “20130218” calfiles distribute with v0.1 of this are meant only for internal ICC
testing. They will change slightly after inclusion of further planned observation.

2

Background

The calibration and calibration file approach used to characterise the mapping of PACS photometer pixels to
positions on sky is described in document PICC-ME-TN-019. In short, the relative positions and orientations
of the detector matrices are captured in a subArrayArray calfile describing positions of pixels in the detector
plane. Mapping from these to positions on sky in the yz ‘instrument’ coordinates is done via polynomials in
two spatial and a chopper coordinate, captured in the arrayInstrument calfile. This is further converted to RA,
DEC using known RA, DEC, of the virtual aperture and position angle.
Both these calibration files were initially constrained using detailed scans of a ‘hole’ source. This hole source
is translated via a moving XY stage in front of the ILT test optics (see FM ILT test report PICC-ME-TR-006
section 3.1). These measurements relate PACS detector plane and the plane of the ILT XY stage, they were
converted later to an ‘on-sky’ version, using optical models for both the test optics and the Herschel telescope
(PICC-ME-TN-073).
Initial experiments with fine in-orbit rasters and scans showed that the results of such in-orbit measurements
were influenced by Herschel pointing jitter in a way that was compromising any ab initio rederivation purely
from in-orbit data. Instead, data from obsid 1342183563 were used to derive a global scaling and rotation
correction to the previous arrayInstrument calfile. Later, blue and green channel were separated to account for
a small offset. This implies that the current FM v6 arrayInstrument calfile still relies on the ILT tests, as well
as on optical models that may not perfectly represent the reality.
Recently, it has emerged that Herschel gyro information can be extracted in a way permitting a more accurate a
posteriori reconstruction of Herschel pointing (e.g. SAp-PACS-HA-0729-11, PICC-ME-TN-042), in combination
with better knowledge of the star tracker. In addition to informal indications for deficiencies of the previous
calfiles at this level of accuracy, this suggested an attempt of a full rederivation of the photometer spatial
calibration using only in-orbit data. A set of four scanmaps with small cross-scan spacings on R-Dor was
scheduled for that purpose in OD1308.

3

Method and Data used

We use photometer scanmaps for which a very bright source is scanned over most of the array, with at most
4 arcsec cross-scan spacing. We reconstruct the yz offset of each pixel from the virtual aperture. In order to
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minimize the effect of PSF peculiarities, matrix edges, bad pixels, and flatfield imperfections on the derived
positions we do so by deriving independent maps of the source from each single pixel.
For that purpose, we first derive for each observation corrected time sequences of the star tracker (STR)
quaternions (PICC-ME-TN-041). As a next step we convert these attitude quaternions to coordinates in the
spacecraft y,z reference frame. Following the method outlined in PICC-ME-TN-042, we correct the Herschel
gyroscope integrated angles for offsets and drifts to fit to the STR data in the y,z frame. As a result, these
calculations provide essentially the relative movement of the photometer virtual aperture in spacecraft y,z
coordinates on top of an arbitrary, but constant offset. We extract the signal of the bolometer from SPG Level
1 products taken from the HSA.
In order to probe for synchronisation shifts, we convert the positions of the blue photometer pixels to relative
y,z positions with respect to the virtual aperture by application of the photometer FPG calfiles ”PCalPhotometer ArrayInstrument” and ”PCalPhotometer SubArrayArray”. To detect the center of the point source on the
array, we apply two dimensional gaussian fitting to all blue photometer images of the Level 1 product in this
relative y,z frame. The fitted center positions of the target expressed in y,z coordinates should show a constant
offset with time with respect to the y,z coordinates of the virtual aperture as derived from the STR+Gyro
method above. Any bimodal distribution in this offset indicates a non-zero DECMEC synchronization time
shift. By introducing an observation specific time shift (manual try and error) to the STR+Gyr coordinates of
0-25ms, the bimodal distribution disappears, indicating a successful correction. Wherever it was not possible
to identify clear indications from this offset distribution, we have set the DECMEC synchronization time shift
to 12ms, which reduces this error from 0-25ms to +-12ms. Note that the synchronization offset obtained from
the blue photometer data is also applicable to the red data of the same observation.
At this point we have obtained STR+Gyro and time shift corrected pointing information for the Level 1 fluxes
of each pixel, facilitating the generation of single pixel maps. Applying Delaunay triangulations (IDL functions:
TRIANGULATE and TRIGRID), we interpolated the irregularly spaced single pixel maps onto regular grids
of 0.3” spacing. A 2D-Gaussfit for each single-pixel map provides then pixel center positions in y,z coordinates.
The result of this procedure is an yz offset of each pixel with respect to an arbitrary reference. We approximately
changed this reference to the PACS photometer virtual aperture by requiring that the yz offsets of the central
pixels must be similar to those in the current calibration. This was done on the basis of visual inspection, and
will be improved later for datasets used in the actual rederivation of the calibration. To use only good data in
further processing steps, we

• Eliminated all measurements from known bad pixels.
• Eliminated measurements from outermost rows/columns in a few OBSIDs where the scanmap was so
small that the source was close to the edge of the map for pixels from these rows/columns, leading to
questionable fits.
• Eliminated further outliers by doing a first fit of relative matrix locations plus a third order distortion,
and then iteratively kappa/sigma clipping outliers with respect to this fit, until convergence.

Fig. 1 shows an example result of this cleaning procedure. RMS residues around the fit are below 0.4 arcsec in
good cases.
First experiments with R-Dor data from OD1308 suggested that the procedure is accurate enough to uncover
small systematic differences even among the results of different AORs on the same source taken on the same OD.
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Figure 1: Cleaned offset measurements for each pixel (black) and preliminary fit used for cleaning (red), for all
four OD1308 observations of R-Dor. Top panel: Blue array, bottom: Red array. Bad pixels and outliers have
been cleaned.

To broaden the base of observations used, we searched a list of all PACS photometer observations provided by
Christophe Jean for scanmap observations with a maxiumum cross-scan leg separation of 4arcsec, the product
of leg separation and number of legs at least 100arcsec, and homogeneous coverage set to ‘False’. From this
list of 133 obervations, we eliminated all observations with nonstandard AORs and all observations of (moving)
solar system objects. We visually inspected archival blue/green level 2 maps of all remaining observations to
remove faint sources and ones with complex extended structure. Sources with a very prominent well defined
peak that is only slightly elongated with respect to the PSF were kept. The remaining observations together
with residues around the ‘cleaning’ fit are listed in Table 1.
Inspection of the individual datasets as well as the RMS values listed in Table 1 indicates that the blue data
obtained with 4 arcsec cross-scan spacing are not sufficiently sampled and thus less reliable, showing systematic
effects in particular for less bright sources such as αHer. In the end, we decided to use all data for which the
RMS for the combination of source and OD was at most 0.4 arcsec (14 OBSIDs in blue, 20 in red).
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OD
119
119
119
119
138
138
230
553
553
553
553
956
956
956
956
956
956
956
974
974
1308
1308
1308
1308
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Source

OBSID

filter

αHer
αHer
V814 Her
V814 Her
αHer
αHer
Arp 220
AFGL 2688
AFGL 2688
AFGL 2688
AFGL 2688
NGC 253
NGC 253
NGC 253
NGC 253
NGC 253
NGC 253
NGC 253
Arp 220
Arp 220
R Dor
R Dor
R Dor
R Dor

1342183562
1342183564
1342183565
1342183566
1342184514
1342184515
1342188696
1342209496
1342209497
1342209498
1342209499
1342235416
1342235417
1342235418
1342235419
1342235420
1342235421
1342235422
1342237372
1342237373
1342256979
1342256980
1342256981
1342256982

blue
blue
blue
blue
green
blue
blue
blue
blue
green
green
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue

RMS (blue/green)
arcsec

RMS (red)
arcsec

0.529

0.486

0.437

0.380

0.905
0.231

0.663
0.183

0.576

0.372

0.376

0.301

0.240

0.271

0.277

0.264

Table 1: Datasets used in this note. RMS residuals from the ‘cleaning’ fit are reported only for the last
observation of an OD/source combination, because all aors with same source/OD combination were pooled for
this cleaning step.

3.1

Center definition for cleaned datasets

The cleaned y,z offsets derived from the above procedures may still be slightly shifted and internally distorted
in an OBSID dependent way. In order to bring them to a common reference that is also consistent with the old
calibration, we proceeded as follows:

• From all good data (14 OBSIDs blue, 20 red), we computed mean y, z positions for each pixel.
• For each OBSID separately, we computed and subtracted the average of the differences between each
available pixel’s position and the mean position for this pixel from all data (as just defined).
• To align with the old calibration, we computed the mean position of the inner 2*2 pixels of each array
(from all data) and adjusted it to the value for the old calibration by subtracting the respective difference
from all data.

Note that we have not distinguished blue and green observations to this point, and in principle would like to
pool them to improve statistics. It turns out that all good blue channel observations use the blue filter, however,
implying that the new calibration is derived from that filter only (and independently for red). A comparison
for the moderate quality AFGL2688 observations (Fig. 2) indicates that there are no big differences. Possible
small global blue/green fixed offsets are dealt with later in the calfile derivation.
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Figure 2: Offset measurements for AFGl2688, for 2 OBSIDs in blue filter and 2 in green.

4
4.1

Results
Variation between different observations

Close inspection of Fig. 1 suggests a more significant spread in the typically 4 independent measurements
(asterisks) for each detector, when looking at the lower left region of the plot for both blue and red. This
indicates systematic differences between OBSIDs. In the extreme case, these could compromise the applicability
of calibration files derived from few observations only.
To follow this up, we compared the red array results for all OBSIDs where the ‘cleaning’ RMS for that source/OD
combination was at most 0.4 arcsec (20 OBSIDs from 6 source/OD combinations, Table 1). Figure 3 shows
that, while there is scatter between results from different OBSIDs, they are overall consistent with a global
distortion that is worth being corrected by a new calibration.
To get an impression on whether the variation between different measurements reflects simply the measurement
accuracy of a single pixel measurement, or contains a systematic component per OBSID, we focus on the ‘lower
left corner’ 4 times 4 pixel range of the red array with subarray coordinates p,q = 12–15,0–3 (see also right
panel of Fig. 3). For each pixel we compute the mean y,z position from these 20 observations (mean of each red
dot cloud in Fig. 3 right), and compute the offset of each individual measurement from this mean for the given
pixel. Fig. 4 shows the result for all combinations of 20 OBSIDs and 4 times 4 pixels, in each panel highlighting
4 OBSIDs by different colors. It is clear that the total dispersion is dominated by a systematic component
per OBSID that is rather fixed over this 4 times 4 pixel range. We have also verified that the dispersion
and systematics shrinks if using a pixel range near the array center, where the individual measurements were
centered (see above).
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Figure 3: Offset measurements for 20 red OBSIDs compared to the old calfiles. Right panel zooms into the
‘lower left’ corner of the array.

We proceed with the assumption that we should use as many independent datasets as possible to derive new
calibration files, in order to average out these systematics. We do not argue here whether they reflect either
remaining pointing system systematics (e.g. from the star tracker mapping) or, perhaps less likely, a systematic
trend over the mission.

4.2

Derivation of subarrayArray calfile

The cleaned blue and red data are each fit with the combination of a model in the detector plane (array
coordinates), plus a third order polynomial transfer from this array plane to the sky. The model for the
detector plane assumes that the matrices are ideal 750µm pitch grids, i.e. with given scale, but can be shifted
and rotated with respect to each other. The polynomial is discarded. Keeping the relativ location of matrices,
the location of all pixels in array coordinates is shifted and rotated in order to have mean position 0 for each
array, and array rotation with respect to the chopper direction (v direction of the array coordinate system)
misaligned by the values of 1.98deg (blue) and 2.58deg (red) that were found in FM ILT.

4.3

Derivation of arrayInstrument calfile

All cleaned individual yz measurements are then re-fit with third order polynomials in array coordinates,
adopting the pixel positions in the array plane from the newly derived subarrayArray calfile.
Unlike the ILT data that are still underlying the previous v6 version, the in-orbit data have all been obtained
at the ‘optical zero’ position of the chopper that is used for scanmaps. They cannot constrain the dependence
of position on sky on chopper position. We have hence simply carried over from the previous version the linear
and quadratic terms in chopper position (no mixed terms with array coordinates), multiplied with a scale factor
that is reflecting the ∼1% average scaling change derived from the measurements at optical zero. The calfile
should be applicable to scanmaps as well as chopped point source observations. No attempt was made to
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Figure 4: Offset measurements for 20 red OBSIDs and 4 times 4 pixels in the array corner, compared to the
mean for each pixel. In each panel, four OBSIDs are highlighted by colors.
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validate aginst the very few ‘small extended source’ large chop throw observations that were obtained early in
the mission, in a mode that was ultimately not released to users.
For the green filter, a constant ∼0.3arcsec offset is added to the parameters that were determined for blue. This
was previously determined from a large set of point source scanmap observations (see PACS-2391).
Additional small constant offsets (<∼0.1arcsec) were then added to the y,z positions to finetune the pointing
performance, with the goal of (1) ensuring that the pointing in the ‘blue’ filter (where most PACS pointing
exercises have been done) is consistent with the one derived from the old calibration and (2) ensuring that
pointing in the three filters is consistent. These small offsets were derived from a first run of the validation
script that is described below.

5

Validation

Figure 5 shows projected positions on sky obtained by applying the new subarrayArray and arrayInstrument
calfiles, compared to the mean pixel positions from the data used in the fits.
A number of simple validation steps on point source scanmaps was performed. More than 450 scanmap observations of (almost) pointlike sources (calibration stars, Arp 220, R-Dor,. . .) were processed twice, using the new
and the old subArrayArray and ArrayInstrument calibration files, but otherwise fully identical processing steps.
We emphasize that the pointing used here is from the standard HSA pointing product, i.e. not gyro propagated.
After the small constant offset adjustments described above, the agreement of new and old pointing and the
match between pointing in the three filters is very satisfactory (Fig. 6).
Fig. 7 shows the ratio of FWHM ‘after’ to ‘before’. The modest decrease in blue and even slight increase in
red (top panel, all data) may sound counterintuitive for an improved FOV distortion calibration. One should
note, however, that an improved calibration that leads to a footprint on the sky that is increased on average
with respect to the previous calibration, but with clear anisotropy (e.g. Fig. 3) will affect the FWHM in two
ways. Compared to the old calibration (1) the size of a source in a single frame projected on the sky will
be magnified. The amount and anisotropy of this magnification will depend on where the source is placed on
the array, but on average it will cause an increase of FWHM. (2) The source images from different frames,
where the source was centered on different regions of the array, will be better centered on top of each other,
leading to a reduction of the FWHM. The relative balance of these two effects will depend on filter ((1) is
relatively more important for the larger red PSF), and on how the array was crossed (For a single passage along
a direction where the source footpoints on the array don’t really change, (2) will not cause an improvement, but
a cross-scan magnification may still happen). To test against such possibilities, we show in the bottom panel
of Fig. 7 the same comparison, but only for data where the source has covered a major part of the array. This
was achieved by restricting to observations with cross-scan separation at most 50 arcsec, and the product of
cross-scan separation and (number of scanlegs - 1) at least 100 arcsec. In these cases, there is indeed a modest
improvement of FWHM, as expected for an improved calibration of FOV distortion.
We remind, however, that the inaccuracies of the standard pointing will significantly limit the possible improvement from the new FOV distortion calibration. Only a combination of gyro propagated pointing and the
new calibration will create the full possible PSF improvement (see the comparison of standard and recentered
PSFs in PICC-ME-TN-033 for limits on that). We also caution that position mismatches previously reported
from individual ‘problem observations’ may be due to pointing idiosyncracies, not due to use of the old FOV
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Figure 5: Comparison of projected pixel positions on sky derived from the new calibration with the mean
positions of the pixels from the data used in the fit.Tup: blue array. Bottom: red array.
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Figure 6: Top: Comparison of positions from new and old calibration, in RA, DEC and in yz coordinates.
Bottom: Comparison of Blue/green vs. red positions, for old and new calibration
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Figure 7: Ratio of source FWHM from new and old calibration. Top: All observations used in the validation
exercise. Bottom: Only observations where the source covered the array rather fully during the observation.
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distortion calibration.
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